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Working Drawings (Yapım Resimleri)

A working drawing is any drawing used to give information for the manufacture or 

construction of a machine or structure.

Complete knowledge for the production of a machine or structure is given by a set of 

working drawings conveying all the fact fully and explicitly so that further instructions 

are not required.

A working drawing will include:

1) the graphic representation of all the shapes

2) the dimensions of each part

3) explanatory notes about the material, heat treatment, surface finish, etc.

4) a descriptive title on each drawing

5) a description of the relationship of each part to the others

6) a parts list

A working drawing include in general, two classes of drawings:

1) DETAIL DRAWINGS: giving the information

2) ASSEMBLY DRAWING: giving the location and relationship of the parts
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Detail and Assembly Drawings (Detay ve Montaj Resimleri)

A detail drawing is the drawing of a single piece for giving a complete and exact description of 

its form, dimensions and construction. A successful detail drawing will tell the workman:

 simply and directly the shape, size, material and finish of a part

 what shop operations are necessary

 what limits of accuracy must be observed

 number of parts wanted

A complete assembly drawing is a drawing of the product put together, showing all parts in 

their operational positions.

 one, two or three orthographic view(s) can be given.

 assembly drawings needs no dimensions.

 an assembly drawing sometimes gives the overall dimensions and the distances between 

centres or from part to part of the different pieces.

 sectional views are required in assembly drawings.

 assembly drawings should not be overloaded with detail, particularly hidden detail.

 purchased or company standard parts are specified by name and size or by number and 

consequently need not to be detailed.

 all standard parts such as bolts, screws, bearings, etc. are shown on assembly drawing and 

are given a part number.
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Title Blocks (Antetler)

All drawings used in production need title blocks. The title of a drawing is usually placed in a 

lower right corner of the sheet, the size of the space varying with the amount of information to be 

given. In general, the title block of a machine should contain the following information:

 name of company, symbol and its location

 name of machine or unit (name of part if a detail drawing)

 drawing number (part no. if a detail drawing)

 number of parts required for each assembly

 scale

 assembly drawing number

 material to these followings can be added: stock size, heat treatment, finish, customer name
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Sample Assembly and Detail Drawing Sheet

NO NAME QTY MATERIAL

1 Side Plate 2 SAE-1030-PLATE

2 Pulley 2 SAE-1020CASTING

3 Pulley Pin 2 SAE-1045-FORGING

4 Nut Lock Pin 1 SAE-1030-CR

5 Crane Hook 1 SAE-3140-FORGING

6 Hook Trunion 1 SAE-1045-FORGING

7 Semifin Hex Nut 6 2½ - 4 UNC-2B

8 Hex Slotted Nut 1 3-6 NS-2B

9 Washer 2 3” HEAVY

10 Cotter Pin 2 NO. 11 x 1” LONG
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